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Abstract 
Deckhart, R.W., The local Kostant-PBW ordering, Discrete Mathematics 90 (1991) l-20 
Commutation relations in Lie theory give rise to families of finite partially ordered sets 
connected with Kostant’s partition function. Techniques originally used to obtain arithmetic 
properties of Kostant’s function mesh well with these poset structures giving a great deal of 
geometric structure to the Hasse diagrams. Quite apart from any use in Lie theory these posets 
offer a wealth of examples of nicely behaved tractable posets which are neither rank symmetric 
nor satisfy LYM. 
1. Introduction 
We introduce ranked partially ordered sets associated with Kostant’s partition 
function. A typical such poset controls the commutation relations between 
different Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt bases of the same weight space in the universal 
enveloping algebra of a complex semisimple Lie algebra, making these valuable 
objects in Lie theory. We study the representation theoretic and global aspects in 
[20]. Here we concentrate on the considerable combinatorial properties of these 
posets and some picturesque inductive properties of their Hasse diagrams. The 
proofs generally come from Lie theory, but we only use elementary properties of 
root systems. 
Let R be a root system, B a base for R, and Rf the positive roots with respect 
to B. Let A: be the positive cone of the root lattice of R with respect to B. For 
each t in A: we let P(r) be the number of ways to write r as a sum of positive 
roots, and let E+(r) be a realization of this. This P(r) is Kostant’s partition 
function. We give E+(r) a partial ordering, the Kostant-PBW ordering (Defini- 
tion 2.1), and call the resulting poset K(r). In Section 2 we describe this partial 
ordering purely in root lattice terms. Here we give a motivation for Definition 2.1 
from representation theory. 
Each t in A: indexes a weight space in the negative enveloping algebra of a 
complex semisimple Lie algebra with root system R. Each 8 in E+(t) indexes a 
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PBW element, say Ye, of weight t, where the PBW elements are formed with 
respect to a certain linear ordering of R+. If we change this linear ordering of R+, 
for instance reversing it, we might want to express YH as a sum of new PBW 
elements, i.e., with respect to the new ordering. Say YH = C aiY,,, where the YH,‘s 
are new PBW elements of weight z and the f&‘s are in E+(t), and the aj’s are 
complex numbers. Then in our Kostant-PBW ordering we would want 8 6,0; 
for precisely those 8;‘s with ai # 0. The combinatorial properties of the poset 
K(z) which we develop here have deep consequences for representation theory. 
We note some of the combinatorial results herein. All terms are explained in 
the body of the paper. Each K(z) is a finite ranked poset with a minimum 
element. In general K(t) has only maximal elements. Rank symmetry is an 
extremely rare property for a K(r). The LYM property regularly fails to hold for 
K(t)‘s in cases of D type R or exceptional R. But all known K(z)‘s are both rank 
unimodal and Sperner. In spite of the lack of rank symmetry and the failure of 
LYM, largely based on Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 below, we conjecture that all 
K(z)‘s are rank unimodal, and we weakly conjecture a Kostant partition function 
version of Rota’s conjecture (Rota [15], Canfield [2]), i.e., that all K(z)‘s have 
the Sperner property. 
It is ironic, because of the lack of rank symmetry, that these K(t)‘s generally 
fail to “carry a representation of sl(2)” as in Proctor [13]. Also, despite the fact 
that we use this Kostant-PBW ordering elsewhere to study certain Bruhat 
ordering properties of the Weyl group of R, there is little direct connection 
between these orderings yet established. See Bjorner [3], and the references 
therein, for a nice survey of Bruhat orderings. Further combinatorial work which 
shows promise here involves the Mobius function and the order complex of K(t). 
The main results of this paper involve the carryover of combinatorial properties 
of P(z) developed in [5-S] to K(t). In Section 3 there is a straightforward 
transfer, due to Theorem 7 of [8], of the reductive properties of the bracketing 
retraction of [5-61 to K(r). This allows us without any loss to focus on r in the 
so-called Kostant cone of A:. This already gives a lot of inductive power in 
situations useful in representation theory. 
The heart of this paper is Section 4. Here we have a slightly twisting carryover 
of results from [6-71 about P(z) to K(t). These results concern subposets of K(r) 
called i-blocks, which are interesting combinatorial objects in their own right with 
each being expressible as a difference of adjacent K(z,)‘s. We strengthen the 
numerically powerful duality theorem 12 of [6] to a geometrically more powerful 
(in terms of the Hasse diagram of K(z)) Kostant-PBW order isomorphism of 
i-blocks in K(z). Here is where the results of [6-71 are twisted; in a more 
symmetric universe an anti-isomorphism, if anything, would occur instead. But 
we get much more information out of our poset structure as well. We see 
inductively how to piece the i-blocks of K(z) together, and here we get the 
expected Kostant-PBW order reversing behavior (on the in-between pieces). 
Basic references for the combinatorics used here are Aigner [2], Anderson [l], 
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Greene and Kleitman [9], and/or Stanley [17]. The very basic root system 
information is available in Humphreys [lo, chapter III], or Bourbaki [4, chapter 
VI]. 
2. Weight spaces and the Kostant-PBW ordering 
We begin with a purely combinatorial definition. Let A be a finite multiset. We 
obtain a multiset partition of A as follows: Let A, be the set obtained from A by 
adjoining counting subscripts to distinguish repeated elements of A. Next form a 
partition of the set A,, say J, = {pl, . . . , pf }, where pl, . . . , pf are the parts of 
this partition. Now erase the counting subscripts inside the parts of J,, and call 
the resulting multiset J. This J is our multiset partition of A. 
For example let A = {a, a, a, b, b}. Then A, = {a,, u2, u3, b,, b2}. Let J, = 
{{a,, 61, {a,> &I, 1~31). F rom J, we obtain J= {{a, b}, {a, b}, {a}}, our 
multiset partition. 
Of course distinct partitions of the set A, can easily yield identical multiset 
partitions of A. 
Let R be a reduced irreducible root system with ordered base 
B = (a,, (~2, . . . , 4, 
and ordered positive roots, with respect to B, 
(1) 
R+ = (PI,. . . , Pm Pnc~r . . > Pm), 
wherep,=a, ,..., /&=a;l. 
(2) 
Let Z denote the ring of integers and E,, the nonnegative integers, including 0. 
Let A, be the root lattice of R. Whenever we add any members of R, or multiples 
thereof, we are working in A,. Let r E A,. Then we can write r = Cy=, r,cu,, with 
all I; E Z, and we call 
Y(r) = (r-1, . . . ) rn) E Z” (3) 
the root coordinates of r with respect to Eq. (1). If Y(r) E Z:, then t E A:, the 
positive cone of A, with respect to p. In case t E A: we set htt = C ri, the height 
of r. 
For t E A,, t = C r,q, we define the weight space oft in A,, denoted E+(t), or 
E+(t, R+) if we wish to emphasize its dependence on Eq. (2) above, by 
E+(t) = { 8 E Zy: 0 = (ki, . . . , k,), 2 kipj = 2 r;a; in Ar}. (4) 
j=l i=l 
Then E+(t) consists of the ways to write t as a sum of positive roots. If 
r E A, - A:, then E+(r) is empty. For r E A, we set P(r) = lE+(t)l. Then P(r) is 
the root version of Kostunt’s partition function. E+(z) is a finite set. 
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Example 2.1. Let R be of type Gz with ordered base B = ((u,, a2) such that (Ye is 
the short root. Let 
R+(G,) = (a,, (Ye, (Y~ + (Ye, 2&r + (Ye, 3ar + (Ye, 3a, + 2a,) (5) 
be our G2 version of Eq. (2) above, i.e., these are the pj’s. Let t = 5aI + 2a2 in 
A, in this G2 case. Then E+(r) = ((5, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0), (4, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0), 
(3, 1, 0, 1, 0, O), (3, 0, 2, 0, 0, O), (2, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0), (2, 0, 1, 1, 0, O), 
(2, 0, 0, 0, 0, l), (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0)). As an ill- 
ustration (2,0, 1, l,O, 0) is in E+(t) because 2a, + ((u, + cz2) + (2ar + (Ye) = 
5a, + 2az when summed, in A,, as a sum of simple roots. We return to this 
example several times below. 
Back in the general case let r E A:, t = C r,a;, and let 8 = (k,, . . . , k,) E 
E+(t). A positive root expansion of 8 is the multiset 
pre 19 = {PI, . . . ,PI, . . , Pj, . . . , Pj, . . . , Pm, . . . , pm} (6) 
L 
r) ’ \ J i I 
k, kj km 
and the positive root height of 13 denoted prh 8 is jpre 01, the cardinality of the 
multiset pre 8, i.e., C/m=r k,. 
Definition 2.1. We now define the Kostant-PBW ordering, sK, on the weight 
space E+(t) for t E A:. Let 0,, o2 E E+(t). We set 8, d f& iff there exists a 
multiset partition of pre 8,, say {p, , . . . , pk, . . . , pf,}, such that: 
(i) Cp,~R+forallh,l~h~f,, 
where C ph denotes the sum of the positive roots in the multiset partition part p,,, 
and such that 
(ii) pre 02= {Cp,, . . , Cph, . . . , Cp,,}. 
Example 2.2. We return to the setup of Example 1 with r = 5ar + 2a, in the G2 
case. We consider 611 = (2, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0) and o2 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0). Then 8, sK &. 
To see this we start with pre 8, = {n,, (Y,, ((Y, + a,), (2a, + (YJ}. Consider the 
following multiset partition of pre 8,; 
(((2% + &2)), 1~1, a17 (a, + ~2))). 
Then (2&, + (YJ and (3a, + cr2) are members of R+ in this G2 case, and 
{(2a, + cr2), (3a, + (Ye)} = pre &, and so 8, dK %. 
Continuing this example we note that & +K e4, where e3 = (2, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0) and 
e4 = (1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0). To see this we look at pre e3 = {(Y,, a,, oc2, (3a, + LYE)} and 
pre e4 = {(Y,, (2a, + a,), (2a, + cr2)}. No multiset partition of pre e3 can ‘break 
up’ the (3a, + LYE) which occurs in pre en; i.e., a multiset partition can only leave 
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the (3a, + (YJ alone or add some roots to (3a, + CQ), but not subtract any roots. 
Since no (3a1 + CQ) or (3mi + 24 occurs in pre O4 this precludes e3 cK 0,. 
Back in the general case we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. Let z E A:. Then So partially orders E+(z). 
Proof. Reflexivity and transitivity are obvious. Let el, 13, E E+(t) such that 
e1 cK e2 and t&s K el. From 0, sK e2 there is a multiset partition of pre 8,, say 
{pi, . . . , pf,), such that 
cc PI, . . .&f,)=pre% 
In particular prh 8, = lpre 8,1~ lpre &) = prh &. Likewise from e2 <K e1 we 
obtain that lpre &I 2 lpre 8,l. Thus Jpre 8,l = lpre &I and so the multiset parti- 
tion parts pl, . . . , pfl in Eq. (7) are all singletons. Then Eq. (7) yields that 
pre 8, = pre e,, and so e1 = t&. Thus cK yields a partial ordering of E+(z). 0 
For t E _4: we let K(t) denote the Kostant-PBW poset E+(z) with Go. 
Proposition 2.2. Let z E A,‘. Then K(t) is a ranked poset. 
Proof. Let r E A: with root coordinates Y(r) = (rlr . . . , r”) E if:. We begin by 
noting that K(t) has a minimum element 8, corresponding to r itself with 
pre eO= M, . . . , PI,. . . , Pnj . . . , A>, (8) 
k-.-J ... - 
rl rn 
so that 8,, = (r,, . . . , r,, 0, . . . , 0). 
For 8 E K(r) with 8 = (k,, . . . , k,) we define 
rk 8 = ht r - prh 0 = i ri - 2 k,. 
i=l j=l 
Then rk 0,) = 0. 
(9) 
Let 8 E K(t). In order for a 8, in K(t) to cover 8 we must be able to find phi 
and & in the multiset pre 0 such that (PA, + &) E R+ and such that pre 8, can be 
obtained from pre 8 by deletion of a &, and a & and the corresponding 
adjunction of a (& + &). Then we see that prh 8 = 1 + prh 8, when e1 covers 0 
in K(t). Then by Eq. (9) we have that rk 8, = 1 + rk 0, and so K(t) is a ranked 
poset. 0 
For t E A: and 0 E K(r) we let rk 8 from Eq. (9) denote the rank of 0 in K(z). 
We give another characterization of this rank function of K(r). 
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Proposition 2.3. Let t E AT with Y(t) = (rIr . . . , rn) and let 8 E K(t) with 
8 = (k,, . . . , k,). Then 
rk 0 = i ri - 2 kj = 2 kj(ht pj - 1). (10) 
i=l j=l j=l 
Proof. We note that C kj(ht pj - 1) = C kj(ht pj) - C kj- But in A, calculations 
C kj(ht pi) = ht C kjpi = ht C I;CX~ because 8 E E+(T) implies c kjpj = C rimi by Eq. 
(4). Finally ht C rimi = C ri, and so the proposition holds. 0 
In K(z) we denote by 4(t) the jth rank number, or jth Whitney number of the 
second kind, i.e., Nj(r) is the number of members of K(t) whose rank is exactly 
j. We use Wh,(z) to denote the set of all members of K(z) of rank j, the jth rank 
set of K(z). 
Example 2.3. We return again to the setup of Example 1 with z = 5~~i + 2a2 in 
the Gz case and give the Hasse diagram of K(z) in Fig. 1. In this particular 
diagram we label a 8 = (k,, . . . , kb) in K(z) as follows: 
ak’bk2[ab]k3[a2b]k4[a3b]k5[ba3b]k6. 
Next to a labeled 8 in this graph we give its rank. 
We return to the general case root system R and note a first batch of negative 
consequences of Example 2.3. 
o [ob] [03b] 
Fig. 1. K(t) in the G2 case; IT = 5a, + ay. 
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Proposition 2.4. For z E AT: 
(i) K(t) is not, in general, a lattice. 
(ii) K(t) need not have a maximum element. 
(iii) K(r) is not, in general, rank symmetric. 
A ranked poset with rank numbers N,, N,, . . . , N, is rank symmetric if 
Nj=NN,_,forO<j~t. 
Outside of the A, case in which all K(z)‘s are chains because there is only one 
positive nonsimple A2 root, and after suitable reductions to avoid inductively 
trivial z’s as in Section 3 below, the three properties in Proposition 2.4 hold only 
very rarely, i.e., they hold in A type situations where t is of the form r = C kcx, 
for some k, or some trivial modification of this type of r. In these few situations 
where K(t) has rank symmetry we can use the algebraic geometry machinery of 
Stanley [16] and the linear Lie theoretic machinery of Proctor [13] with effect to 
show that K(r) is rank unimodul, i.e., that N,,(t)c N,(z)<. . . cNj(r)s 
N,+,(r) 2. * .a N,(r) for the rank numbers of K(t), and that K(t) has the 
Sperner property, i.e., the size of the largest antichain in K(r) equals the largest 
rank number. We note that these few rank symmetric cases of K(r)‘s are very 
important in both the ordinary and modular representation theory of semisimple 
Lie algebras, and we exploit the Stanley-Proctor machinery in that context in a 
subsequent article. 
In spite of lack of rank symmetry however, all known general case K(t)‘s are 
both rank unimodal and Sperner. 
In the next observation to be made from Example 2.3 we mention more 
specialized properties that fail to hold for the general K(t). A ranked poset has 
the LYM property, from Lube11 [ll], Yamamoto [18], and Meshalkin [12], see 
also the survey article of Greene and Kleitman [9], if for any antichain M in the 
ranked poset, where M has typically mj members of rank j and Nj denotes the jth 
rank number, then we have 
We show below an easy way for LYM to fail to hold in K(r); if K(t) has a 
maximal element of nonmaximum rank. We note that 0 = (2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) with 
pre 8 = {cu,, LY,, (3a, + 2ty2)}, corresponding to a*[ba’b] in Fig. 1 is just such an 
element in our G2 example. 
Let’s see why LYM fails if there is a maximal element of nonmaximum rank. 
Let T E A: with maximal elements of at least two different ranks in K(t). Let M 
be the antichain in K(r) consisting of all maximal elements of K(t). In particular 
all the elements of maximum rank in the finite poset K(r) are maximal elements, 
and so are included in M. Plus there is at least one other element in m. Then 
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Inequality (11) must fail for this antichain because m, = N,(r) for the case of 
maximum rank t, where m, is the number of elements of rank t in M. 
It is a theorem of Kleitman [19] that the LYM property for a ranked poset is 
equivalent to two other useful properties of a ranked poset, the normalized 
matching property and the existence of a regular covering by chains. The regular 
cover by chains is a non-empty collection of maximal chains in the poset (not 
necessarily disjoint) such that, for each j, each element of rank j in the poset 
occurs in the same number of chains. A ranked poset has the normalized 
matching property if 
WI< Ic*l 
Nj --G (12) 
for any subset of elements C of rank j, where C* denotes the set of elements in 
the poset of rank j + 1 which are related to some element of C. 
Then we formally note the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5. For t E A:: 
(i) K(z) can have maximal elements of nonmaximum rank. 
(ii) If K(z) has such elements as in (i), then it fails to have the LYM property, 
fails the normalized matching property, and has no regular covering by chains. 
If t E A,’ is such that K(z) has maximal elements of nonmaximum rank we say 
that r is rank multipeaked. In the D,,, n 2 4, Eg, ET, E8, F4, and G2 cases rank 
multipeaked r occur routinely. 
Example 2.4. Let R = D4. We label the roots as in Bourbaki’s Tables [4]. The 
largest positive root in the D4 case, with respect to the usual weight lattice 
ordering, is ((or + 2a, + cr3 + ~yq). We consider r = 2a, + 2a2 + 2o3 + 2a4 in this 
D4 case. Let 8 E K(z) such that pre 8 = {(u,, (Ye, (Ye, ((u, + 2~ + cr3 + LYE)}. Then 
8 is a maximal element in K(t) because (Ye, (Ye, and (Ye form no positive 
nonsimple roots among themselves and (a1 + 2a2 + a3 + (u,) is the largest root. 
The rank of 8 is 4. But 8,, with pre 8i = {(a1 + (Ye + a3 + (Ye), (crl + (Y~ + a3 + 
Q)}, is a member of K(z) of rank 6. Hence r here is rank multipeaked. 
We can use Example 2.4 as a pattern to construct a host of families of rank 
multipeaked r’s in the D and E type cases. As a final example in this section we 
show that arbitrarily many ranks can intervene between maximal elements in 
K(r). 
Example 2.5. Let R be of type G2. Let k be a positive integer. Let r = 
6kal + 2krq in A:. With the setup of Example 2.1 let f3 = (3k, 0, 0, 0, 0, k) in 
K(t), i.e., pre 8 consists of 3ka,‘s and k(3a, + 2~~)‘s. Then 8 is maximal in K(z) 
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because (3a1 + 2~4 is the largest G2 positive root. The rank of 0 is 4k. Now let 
0, = (0, 0, 0, 0, 2k, (9, so that pre 8, consists of 2k (~cx, + a,)‘~. Then e1 is 
maximal in K(t) and the rank of 8, is 6k. Thus we have 2k - 1 ranks between 
maximal elements in K(t). 
3. Some reductive Kostant-PBW order isomorphisms 
In this section we extend the bracketing retraction of [6] and [S] to a 
Kostant-PBW order isomorphism. In particular we handle the complete general- 
ization of the following situation. Let R be of type A, with r = 2a1 + 2n, and 
t, = 3@, + 2a2. We compare K(r,) and K(r). The pre’s of members of K(r,) are: 
1 al, al, a,, a2, a,>, { aI, aI, a2, (w + a,)>, and Ia,, (mu, + a,), (a1 + a2)). For 
K(z) they are: {a,, (Y,, azI a,>, {a,, a2, (a1 + a~)], and {(a1 + a2), (a1 + a2)]. 
There is an obvious Kostant-PBW order isomorphism between K(r,) and K(r), 
i.e., in each of the pre’s of the elements of K(r,) delete an (Ye to obtain the pre of 
the corresponding K(t) element. The bracketing retraction s defined below finds 
all the extraneous simple roots, like an my1 in K(t,) here, which occur in all the 
pre’s of the Kostant-PBW poset, and leads us directly to a minimal model with 
the same Kostant-PBW properties, like K(r) here. 
We begin here by noting the usual weight lattice ordering on A,, i.e., if 
tl, t2eA,, then r,dt2 iff t2- r1 E A:. Of course this depends on our choice of 
base B for R in Eq. (1) above. 
Let g denote the ambient Euclidean space of R with inner product ( , ). Let 
( , ) be obtained from ( , ) as follows: 
Then ( , ) is linear only in the left variable. Let A be the weight lattice of R, i.e., 
A consists of those /3 E 5 such that (p, a) E Z for all a E R. In particular A, c A. 
Let 
D = (A,, J-2, . . . , A,) (13) 
be the ordered set of fundamental dominant weights with respect to B in Eq. (l), 
i.e., (&, aj) = 6,, the Kronecker delta, for 1 c i, j c n. D is an ordered base of 
the additive Abelian group A. 
Let r E A, with t = C Ti(Yi, and SO t has root coordinates Y(r) = (rl, . . . , rn) E 
Z” with respect to B. But the root lattice is contained in the weight lattice, and so 
t E A. Then in terms of D we have r = CZ1 y& where the w,‘s are integers, and 
we define the weight coordinates of r with respect to Eq. (13) to be Q(t) = 
(w,, . . . , w,) E Z”. Now we immediately define a third set of coordinates of r E A, 
with respect to both B and D in Eqs. (1) and (13). These are the capacity 
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coordinates of r, r(r) = (g, , . . . , g,,) E Z”, where, with addition in Z”, we define 
r(t) = Y(t) - Q(t), (14) 
and thus for each i, 1 s i 6 n, ‘we have gi = r; - wi. 
The capacity coordinates T(r) are related to the Cartan matrix of R, which is 
the root to weight coordinate transition matrix. For 1 s i, j an, i #j, let 
C, = - ( aj, LY,), the negative of the Cartan integer, where ~j, ai E B. Then C,, 
i #j, has the following maximal property with respect to root formation: 
~j + CjiCri E R+, but ~j + (Cji + l)~ri 4 R+. 
Let t E A: with root coordinates Y(r) = (ri, . . . , r,). Then in terms of these 
coordinates and the Cartan integers we have for each i, 1 s i s n, 
gi = -ri + ~ Cji’j. (15) 
j=l 
j#i 
By the general sparseness of the Cartan matrix Eq. (15) yields a very easy 
calculation of the capacity coordinates. 
For r E A,’ we say that r is all-bracket if there is at least one way to write r as a 
sum, over Z,, of positive nonsimple roots. If t is all-bracket, then E+(r) contains 
at least one 8 such that the multiset pre 8 consists entirely of nonsimple roots. We 
will call such a 8 in K(r) all-bracket as well. The Kostant cone of A:, denoted 
X’, consists of all of the all-bracket members of A:. Theorem 1 of [5] yields 
that for t E A: ; 
TEA:+G~(~)EZ:, (16) 
i.e., z is the Kostant cone iff gi 2 0 for all i, 1 s i s n, where r(r) = (gl, . . . , gn) 
are the capacity coordinates of t. Equivalently t is all-bracket iff ri 2 rvi for all 
i, 1 s i G n, where Y(r) = (rl, . . . , r,) and Q(r) = (w,, . . . , wn) are the root and 
weight coordinates of t. 
Let r E A: with capacity coordinates T(r) = (gl, . . . , gn) E Z”. Next we define 
the extraneous coordinates of t, Y(r) = (fi, . . . , fn) E Z:, where for each i, 1 G 
I srz, 
(17) 
Theorem 7 of [S] yields for each i, 1 G i G n, and for each 8 E E+(t) that pre 8 
contains at least i pi’s, where /3i is the simple root ai here because 1 s i G rz. More 
pictorially, for each 8 E E+(t) we have 
(~,,.:.,8:,...‘~i’.:.,P;,...,~~,.;.,Ir;}rpree. 
fi h fn 
(18) 
Let r/~(z) be that member of A: with root coordinates Y($J(z)) = q(t) = 
(fi, *. . , fn) E Z:. This is the extraneous part of t in A:. 
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Let r E A: with root coordinates Y(r) = (rl, . . . , rn) E Z:, extraneous coordin- 
ates Y(r) = (fi, . . . , fn) E Z:, capacity coordinates T(r) = (gi, . . . , gn) E Z”, and 
extraneous part q(r) E A:. We define s(t) E A,+ by 
s(r) = r - V(r), (19) 
and so, with s(r) = C:=, s;cu,, we have si = r, -A for each i, 1 c i c It. Using Eq. 
(17) we see that, for each i, 
si = min{r,, r, + gj} (20) 
and using Eq. (15) we have, as well, 
,i=min[i-i,z Cjiq}. (21) 
jti 
As a function from A,’ to A: s is called the bracketing retraction. From Corollary 
1 of [5] we have for all t E A: that s(r) E A:+, the Kostant cone of A:, i.e., s(r) 
is all-bracket. In light of equivalence (16) we have s(s(T)) = s(t) and 
s(t) = r@ r E A:+. (22) 
Most importantly, from Corollary 2 of [5] or Theorem 7 of [S], we have for each 
t E A: that 
P(r) = P@(r)). (23) 
In fact for r E A,’ with extraneous coordinates Y(r) = (fi, . . . , fn) E Z:, if 
8 E E+(r), in light of containment (18) and Eq. (19), we can define 0, E E+(s(r)) 
by the multiset equation 
pre 0, = pre 0 - {Pi, . . . , PI, . . . , A, . . . , Pn>. (24) 
\ J \ J 
fl fn 
This gives a bijection between E+(t) and E+@(r)). As well if 8, dK O2 in K(r), 
then (%), G (6% in K@(r)) because the full contingent of extraneous simple 
roots appear in both pre 8, and pre Oz. Then we have shown the Kostant-PBW 
order isomorphism. 
Theorem 3.1. Let z E A,‘. Then K(t) zK K(s(t)). 
In fact we can use s to get all the Kostant-PBW order isomorphisms among 
K(r,) and K(r*) such that r1 s t2 in A:. Theorem 3 of [6] yields that whenever 
rldr2 in AT, then P(ri) = P(Q) iff s(tJ = s(r2). Thus we obtain the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. Let zl, z2 E A,’ such that tl c t2. Then 
K(q) ZK K(z,)~.s(z,) = s(z2). 
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We can tell how big the Kostant-PBW isomorphism class of comparable 
elements of a r in A: is by a glance at the capacity coordinates r(t) E Z”. By 
Thoerem 5 of [6] if all the entries of r(t) are strictly positive, then this class is a 
singleton, i.e., tl < z or t< tr, and K(r) =K K(r,) in this case implies that 
r = tI. Otherwise, i.e., if T(r) has any ~0 entries, this class is infinite. 
Example 3.1. The G2 example r = 5ar + 2a, illustrated in Section 2 has root 
coordinates Y(r) = (5, 2), capacity coordinates r(t) = (1, 3), extraneous coordi- 
nates (0,O) and weight coordinates (4, -1). E+( ) r contains the all-bracket 8 with 
pre 8 = ((2ar + a*), (3~yr + CI$}. Since r(t) has only positive entries there is no 
comparable r, in A: with K(t) =K K(t,). The all-bracket 0, guaranteed by the 
nonnegative entries of T(r), insures there is no tI such that t s tr, r, # r, with 
K(t) =K K(r,). To see there is no r1 < r in the class we look at the covering 
elements in the A,’ ordering, i.e., r1 = 6a, + 2a, and tz = 5~2~~ + 3az. We have 
r(t,) = (0, 4) and T(r,) = (4, 2), and so each of these is in the Kostant cone with 
all-bracket pre’s {(3a, + (Ye), (3ar + (~2)) and ((3ar + 2a,), (2ar + a(*)} 
respectively. Then P(rr) > P(r) and P(rJ > P(r), i.e., there is no possibility of 
‘matching’ an all-bracket element in a lower E+(r). We note further here that 
T(r,) = (0, 4), and so there are infinitely many rj’s in A: with s(rg) = r,, i.e., for 
any k E Z, we could have r3 = (6 + k)(~, + 2a2. But T(r,) = (4, 2) and so, like t, 
it is in a singleton class. 
As a final result of this section we note that if 0 E K(r), t E A:+, such that 8 is 
all-bracket, i.e., pre 8 contains no simple roots, then for any 0, E K(r) such that 
8 sK o1 we have that 8, is necessarily all-bracket, i.e., we do no subtracting to get 
to pre 8, from pre 8. Thus we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.3. Let t E A:‘. Then K(t) has at least one maximal element 8 
which is all-bracket, i.e., pre 8 is without simple roots. 
Thus, for instance, if we find a maximal element 8 with a simple root in pre 8, 
where 8 E K(z) with t E A:‘, then we know that either K(t) has a maximal 
element of nonmaximum rank, in which case K(z) fails LYM, or else that K(z) 
has at least two elements of maximum rank, in which case it is not rank 
symmetric. 
4. Kostant-PBW i-blocks 
Let TEA:. For i,jE.Z+ with 1 d i s n we define the jth i-block of E+(z), 
denoted Qi~&>, by 
Q;(,,(j) = { 8 E E+(t): pre 8 contains exactly j pi’s}, (25) 
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where & = hi E B because 1 s i c n. We begin here by noting which i-blocks 
actually occur in E+(r). Let Y(r) = (ri, . . . , rn) E Z: be the root coordinates of 
r, and Y(r) = (fi, . . . , fn) E Z”, the extraneous coordinates. Then from Theorem 
9 of [S] we have 
lQicrj(j)l >O@_fi ci s ri* (26) 
For each i, 1 s i s n, since the i-blocks partition E+(z) we therefore have 
P(r) =,Z$ IQi(r)(i)l, (27) 
where each of the summands on right of Eq. (27) is nonzero. For j, f; s j c r,, it is 
clear that P( t - joi) counts all the 8’s in E+(r) in the i-blocks from the jth to the 
rth, i.e., if pre 8 for 8 E E+(t) contains (j + k) pi’s, then a corresponding 8, in 
E+(z - joi) has pre O1 with k pi’s, etc. Thus we see that for all i, j E Z, 1 s i c n, 
JCjCri. 
IQi&)I = f’(z -jai) - f’(t - (i + l)ai). (28) 
Theorem 12 of [6] yields the following crucial relation among i-block sizes. 
Proposition 4.1. Let t E A,’ with root coordinates Y(z) = (rl, . . . , r,J E 27: and 
weight coordinates Q(z) = (wl, . . . , w,) E Z”. Let the index i, 16 is n, be such 
that for j E Z, we have j c ri and j s wi. Then 
lQic~,(i)l = lQi,r,<wi -iI. 
This result is an arithmetic version of the fact that a reflection in the simple 
root cui permutes the other (m - 1) positive roots. Below we describe and use the 
function which yields the proof of this result in [6]. 
If we furnish an i-block Qi,,,(j) in E+(r) with the Kostant-PBW ordering by 
restriction from K(t), then we will call it the jth Kostant-PBW i-block of the 
Kostant-PBW poset k(t) and denote it by K,,,,(j). 
Example 4.1. We look at the 1 and 2-block structure of our pictured example of 
Section 2. In this G, example r = 5&i + 2az we have root coordinates Y(r) = 
(5, 2) and extraneous coordinates v(z) = (0, 0). Thus by Equivalence (26) we 
have l-blocks K,(,)(O), Ki&), . . . , K,(,)(5), and 2-blocks K2(,)(0), K+,(l), 
and K,{,,(2). Th e weight coordinates of r are &2(t) = (4, -l), and so by 
Proposition 4.1 we have lZCKIC,,(0)l = lK,C,,(4)l and liF(,C,,(l)l = lly,C,,(3)l. We note 
from looking at Fig. 1 that the l-block K,(,)(2), i.e., the set of elements in the 
diagram of the form a’(. . .), has two minimal elements. Thus the property that a 
K(r) has a unique minimum element is not inherited by its i-blocks. 
Back in the general case we show a relation between the i-block structure and 
the rank structure of K(t). 
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Proposition 4.2. Let t E A:. Let 19~ E Z+,,(j), where i, j E Z, with 1 s i c n. Zf O2 
covers 8, in K(z), i.e., 8, 6i &, then either 19~ E K,,,,(j) or O2 E &,,(j - 1). 
Proof. Since O1 E Ki(,,(j), pre O1 contains exactly j pi’s. Let Pk, and & be in 
pre O1 such that (&, + &) E R+, and such that pre e2 differs from pre O1 by 
having one less each of Pk, and Pkz, and one more (Pk, + pkz). If neither Pk, nor 
& equals pi = CX~, then O2 E Z&,,,(j). If one of Pk, or Pkz equals pi, then 
8, E Kic,,(j - 1). Twice a root is not a root, so we are done. Cl 
By Proposition 4.2 we see that the jth i-block in a K(t) sits over the (j + 1)st 
i-block in the Hasse diagram. The next result is a main result of this paper. We 
turn the i-block size relations of Proposition 4.1 into full-fledged Kostant-PBW 
order isomorphisms between i-blocks. 
Theorem 4.3. Let z E A: with root coordinates Y(t) = (rl, . . . , r,) and weight 
coordinates Q(z) = (wl, . . . , wn). Let i, j E Z, such that 1 s i =G n, and j c ri and 
j c w,. Then 
K(,,( j) =K Ki,z,(wi -i). 
Proof. Let z, Y, Sz, i, j, ri, and wi be as in the hypotheses. We begin by describing 
the bijection pi from QiCs,(j) to Qi,,,(Wi -j) which yields the proof of Theorem 12 
of [6]. 
Let 8 be a typical element of K,,,,(j), 8 = (k,, . . . , k,) E Z’, where ki = j, and 
pre 6’ contains exactly j pi’s, where pi = cyi E B. Let prq 0 be pre 0 with these 
j pi’s deleted, i.e., 
(29) 
i 
Let oi be the reflection in the simple root cu, in the ambient Euclidean space of R. 
In particular oi(y) = Y - (Y, CX~)Q;. Then ai permutes the members of R+ - {a;}. 
Let ai pre; 8 be the multiset image of prq 8 under a,, i.e. 
oi pm 8 = {ai( Pk E pw 01, (30) 
as a multiset, i.e., with the appropriate multiplicities. Then &(e) is that element, 
necessarily in &,,(w, - j) by the proof of Theorem 12 of [6], of K(z) such that 
pre #i(e) = Oi prei 8 U {pi, . . . , Pj>, (31) 
wi-j 
i.e., we get from pre 8 to pre @JO) by taking out all j pi’s from pre 0, letting a, 
act on the remaining members of pre 8, and then putting in the appropriate 
number of pi’s to keep inside of a pre in K(z). 
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Now we prove the theorem by showing that if f5$ covers 8r in Kit,,(j), then 
$+(tI,) covers @i(er) in Ki(,,(Wi - j), and SO we should be done by finiteness. 
Let &, e2 E I+,,(j) such that 8, SK &. Let 
pre; 4 = {. . . , A,, . . . , Pk2, . . 4, (32) 
and 
prei%={. . . , (Pk,+PkJp.. 4, (33) 
where these denote the positive root expansions less the j&‘s in each case, and 
where, since e2 covers 8, but both pre e1 and pre e2 have j pi’s, we know that 
there exist Pk, and & in pre e1 with neither one equal to pi such that 
(Pk, + PkJ l R+, and such that pre f!12 is identical to pre 8r, except that pre & has 
one more (&, + &) and one less each of &, and & than pre &. 
Applying C#I~ to both e1 and e2 we have that pre &(e,) and pre &(0,) both have 
(wi -j) pi’s, and other than that we have 
oi prei e1 = {. . . , ai(P/c,), . . . , 4PkJ, . . .>, (24) 
and 
ai pw e2 = {. . . , 4Bk, + PkJ, . . .I, (35) 
but oi(Pkl), oi(PkJ) and o;(& + &) are all in R+ - {ai} and oi(&, + &) = 
oi(Pk,) + oi(Bk*)’ and a, pre e1 and Ui prer f& are otherwise identical. Then we 
see, by Eq. (31) that &(e,) covers &(e,) in Ki(,,(v -j), and the theorem 
follows. 0 
Example 4.2. Let R be of type A3 with ordered base II = (a,, (Y*, CY~) and 
ordered positive roots 
We consider K(t) where t = 2a1 + %r2 + 2a3. We have Y(r) = (2, 3, 2), r(t) = 
(1, 1, l), Q(r) = (1, 2, l), and Y(r) = (0, 0, 0). By Theorem 4.3 we have 
We give the Hasse diagram of K(t) in Fig. 2 with notation as follows: a 
8 = (k,, . . . , k6) in K(t) with respect to Eq. (36) is labeled 
aklbkzck3[ab]k4[bc]“S[abC]k,, 
and the rank is given. With this notation, for instance, the 2-block K,(,,(2) 
consists of those 8 with a b2 factor appearing in Fig. 2, while the 2-block K2Ct)(0) 
consists of those 8 without a b factor. The reader can easily see the Kostant- 
PBW isomorphism KzCt)(0) =IK K,(,)(2). 
Back in the general case we invoke Theorem 3.1, and its bracketing retraction s 
if necessary, and restrict our attention to Kostant-PBW posets K(t) for t in the 
Kostant cone of A:, i.e., we assume r E A,“. 
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Fig. 2. K(t) in the A, case; T = 2a, + 3a, + 2ai. 
For t E A:’ with weight coordinates Q(t) = (w, , . . . , IV,) E Z” such that r # 0 
we note from Proposition 3 of [7] that Q(r) has at least one positive entry. For 
any index i, 1 <i < n, such that w, > 0 here we say that t is i-inductive. So a 
nonzero r E AT+ is always i-inductive for at least one i. Further, for a nonzero 
i-inductive t in A,” we always have the nontrivial isomorphism Z$,,(O) z:K 
&,,(y) because of Theorem 4.3, Eq. (26), and the fact that the extraneous 
coordinates Y(r) = (0, . . . , 0) for t E A:‘. In particular lQi,s,<o>l = lQ;,,,(w;>l 
here. So we have by Eq. (28) the following inductive formula for P(r), which is 
Theorem 5 of [7], 
Proposition 4.4. Let z be a nonzero i-inductive member of A:‘. Then 
P(t)-P(t-a;)=P(t-Wj~i)-P(Z-(Wi+l)(Yi), 
where 
P(t) > P(t - q) 3 P(t - w,a;) > P(z - (Wi + l)mJ, 
with the middle inequality strict unless Wi = 1. 
We next formally extend Proposition 4.4 to a Kostant-PBW result. Let 
TEA:+ with root coordinates Y(r) = (r,, . . . , r,J and extraneous coordinates 
Y(r) necessarily equal to (0, . . . , 0). Let i E Z+, 1 s i < n, and j E Z, such that 
j G ri. Then the i-block Ki,,,(j) occurs nontrivially by Equivalence (26) above, as 
do Ki(T)(j + L), . . . > &,,(r,). We define K,(t -jai), the natural copy of K(t - 
jcu) in K(t), by 
(37) 
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with the Kostant-PBW ordering by restriction from K(r), i.e., K,(r -jai) 
consists of all 8 E K(t) such that pre 8 contains at least j pi’s, where j3; = cu, E B. 
(If we subtracted j from the ith entry of each 8 in K,(t -jai) we would obtain all 
of K(r -jai), hence this notation for K,(t - ja;)). With this notion we have the 
following analog of Eq. (28): for 1 c i < IZ, 0 6 j c r; 
KiC,,(j) gKK,(r - ja;) - K,(r - (j + l)cu,). (38) 
Let TEA:+ such that t is i-inductive. Then with Q(t) = (wi, . . . , w,) E 27” we 
have y > 0 and a nontrivial isomorphism Ki(,)(0) z:K Ki(,,(Wi), and SO we have by 
Eq. (38) 
K,(z)-K,(z-(y,)~.KK,(z-Wi(Ui)-K,(t-(w,+ l)~i), 
where K,(r) = K(r). 
(39) 
Next we go deeper into the structure of Equivalence (39). 
Theorem 4.5. Let t E A:‘, t # 0, with weight coordinates Q(t) = (wl, . . , w,) 
such that z is i-inductive. Then there is a bijection 
such that pi restricted to Ki(,,(0) (respectively Kio,(l)) yields a Kostant-PBW 
order isomorphism With Ki(t)(Wi) (respectively Ki(,,(w, - l)), but if e0 E Ki(,,(O) 
and 0, E K;(z)(l) are such that 8, dK &, then Gii( 13,) cK @(t3,). 
Proof. Since r E A:+ is i-inductive we have wi 2 1 and Ki(,,(O) =K Ki,,,(W;) where 
the isomorphism is provided by Gi from the proof of Theorem 4.3 in the j = 0 case 
there. We denote & by &,I here. Likewise Gil provides Ki(,,(l) zK Ki(,,(Wi - 1). 
Let @ be pieced together from &, and c&. 
By the finiteness of K(z) we complete the proof by showing that if &, E K&O) 
and 8, E KiC,,(l) are such that e1 daK 6$,, then 0+(&J C. @i(ei). Let 
pre e1 = {. . .,Pir-..,Phr...) (40) 
where the pi = ai E B displayed is the only pi in pre e1 since 8, E Ki(,,(l), and 
where /3,, E R + - { CY~} such that (pi + /3,J E R+ and such that, since B0 covers 8,) 
pre 0, = {. . . , (Pi + h), . . 4, (41) 
where pre 8, contains no pi’s, and pre 8, agrees with pre 8r except for having one 
less pi and one less Ph and having one more (pi + Ph). 
Then, since pre 8, already has no pi’s, pre @(6+,) = pre &(8,) = ai pre (0,) 
with an added wi pi’s, where oi is the reflection in CQ. So 
pre @ii = {- . . j ai(Pi + Ph), . . -1 U {Pi9 . . . 9 Pi}. (42) 
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On the other hand, since pre 8r does contain one pi, to form pre @(e,) we start 
with prq or, i.e., we remove the pi from pre el, and then take oi prer e1 with an 
added wi - 1 pi’s as pre &l(e,) = pre Gj(O,). So 
pre Qj(e,) = {. . . , Ai, . . . , dh), . . .> U {Pi, . . . , Pi>, (43) 
. 
wi - 1 
where the caret over the j3i signifies its removal. 
But o& + Ph) = oi(Pi) + ai = o&) - Pi, and so 
ui(Ph> = Pi + ui(Pi + Ph)- (44) 
Thus, looking at Eq. (43) and Eq. (44), we see that pre @i(f&) agrees with 
pre @(e,) except that pre @i(B,) contains one more PI and one more oj(pi + ph) 
and one less oQh) than pre Gi(e,), looking at Eq. (44) as Ui(ph) = 
in pre @$(er). By Eq. (44) this means that Qi(6&) <* 
Example 4.3. In Fig. 3 we look at part of the 2-block structure of K(t) where 
r = 2a, + ~CY~ + 2a3 in the R = A3 case of Example 4.2 and Fig. 2. In this case 
Q(r) = (172, l), so w, = 2. We display the Kostant-PBW order isomorphic 
2-blocks K2CFj(0) and K+) (2) with their internal covering relations given by 
slotted line segments. The &,,(l) =.KK2Crj(~2 - 1) is trivial here because w, = 2. 
So we display only that part of K,(,)(l) which has nontrivial covering relations 
with either K20j(0) or Kzoj (1) to exemplify the order reversing part of Theorem 
4.5. We only label the point [ab][bc][abc] to show precisely which part of Fig. 2 is 
on display. The covering relations between K2C5j(0) and K,(,,(l) are given with 
double line segments, while those between Z&,,(l) and K,(,,(2) are given with 
single solid line segments. 
Fig. 3. Section of K(z) in the A, case; z = ICY, + 3a, + 2a, 
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Back in the general case we note the following definition. For r E A:, i, j E Z,, 
1 c i =S rz, we let &,,(j, j + l), the (Ki,,,(j), K,,,,(j + 1)) connection poset, be the 
union of 
(0 l K&j): 01 S.K 0 for some O1 E KiCs)(j + 1)) 
and 
{ 8 E &.(j + 1): 8 C. K O2 for some O2 E K,,,,(j)} 
together with the Kostant-PBW ordering by restriction from K(t). Then with 
this notion we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.6. Let t be a nonzero i-inductive member of A:’ with ith weight 
coordinate wi. Then K&O, 1) and Ki(,)(W, - 1, Wi) are Kostant-PBW anti- 
isomorphic. 
For a nonzero i-inductive r E A,” we call KiC,,(O, 1) the attaching of KjC,,(0) to 
K,(t - (y,) because the only edges in the Hasse diagram of K(z) which occur 
between members of K,(,,(O) and members of K,(z - ai) occur in Ki,,,(O, 1) by 
Proposition 4.2. 
We sum up the strong inductive properties of i-blocks in K(z) in the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 4.7. Let t be a nonzero i-inductive member of A:+ with ith weight 
coordinate wi > 0. Then : 
(i) K(t) =K K&) U K,(t - 4, 
(ii) KiC,,(0) sK Ki,,,(Wi)y where 
(iii) KjC,,(wj) c KS(t - cq), and 
(iv) K,(,,(O, 1) is Kostant-PBW anti-isomorphic to KiC,,(y - 1, wi), i.e., 
KiC,,(0) attaches to K,(t - CY~) in the Hasse diagram of K(z) upside down as 
KiC,,(y) sits under K,(,,(w, - 1) in this diagram. 
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